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Portsmouth Music Service is delighted to present this  

new and exciting anthology of songs, specially composed to support the 

teaching of Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) in schools. 

We believe that children learn in and through singing which 

enables them to learn more effectively. 

We hope these songs will equip children with the  

knowledge and understanding about how to perform CPR and that the 

musical activities can be incorporated into schools' schemes of work. 

The songs have been written for children in Key Stage 2, although the 

adults are enjoying them too! 

Portsmouth Music Hub aims to ensure that every child has 

opportunities to enable them to sing regularly. 

Our aspiration is that all children will develop a  

love of singing that will stay with them throughout their lives. 

We believe that music can transform lives and we hope that 

these songs will play an important part in this process. 

Sue Beckett 

CEO Portsmouth Music Hub 

Head of Portsmouth Music Service 
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STEADY BEAT ACTIVITIES FOR KEY STAGE TWO 

At Key Stage 2, the national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils: 

"…understand how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the 

inter-related dimensions:  

- pitch 

- duration 

- dynamics 

- tempo 

- timbre 

- texture 

- structure and appropriate musical notations." 

The following activities exploring steady pulse, sometimes referred to as steady beat or 

simply, the beat, are ideal for enhancing pupils' musical understanding whilst instilling in 

them the vital ability to keep a steady beat which is critical when administering 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 

The activities are identified at two stages: 

(i) Pupils in Years 3 and 4 

(ii) Pupils in Years 5 and 6 

These activities are a starting point to give you some ideas to use in your music lessons or in 

occasional moments - feel free to adapt the activities and ask your children to invent their 

own steady beat activities. 
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ACTIVITIES FOR YEARS 3 AND 4 

1. Counting the Beat

Set a metronome or phone app to 120 beats per minute. You could also use a visual 

metronome on the Interactive Whiteboard. 

This chant counts 30 beats. Listen to the metronome and count the children in with 1, 2, 3, 4: 

One, two, three, four, 

Two, two, three, four, 

Three, two, three, four, 

Four, two, three, four, 

Five, two, three, four, 

Six, two, three, four, 

Seven, two, three, four,  

HeartBeatz! (Tap chest twice) 

Once the children are confident in the chant ask them to use different actions for the 

words in bold and italics, for example: 

Clap (One), tap, tap, tap, 

Clap (Two), tap, tap, tap, 

Clap (Three), tap, tap, tap, 

Clap (Four), tap, tap, tap 

Clap (Five), tap, tap, tap 

Clap (Six), tap, tap, tap 

Clap (Seven), tap, tap, tap 

HeartBeatz! Hands tap chest twice 

The children can chant the first number at the beginning of the line as they perform the 

action to keep them in time. Ask the children to invent other actions to perform the chant. 
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Extend this activity by tapping different parts of the body in time to the beat. 

Perform each action for four beats whilst saying the words: 

Clap, two, three, four, 

Knees, two, three, four, 

Shoulders, two, three, four,  

Head, two, three, four, 

Clap, two, three, four, 

Knees, two, three, four, 

Shoulders, two, three, four, 

HeartBeatz!. Hands tap chest twice 

To further develop this activity the children can internalise the counted beats and only say 

the action word at the start of each group.  

Once the children are very confident at keeping a steady beat perform the activity without 

the aid of the metronome. 

2. Clap in Turn!

Stand the children in the circle and ask them to march on the spot or tap their feet in time 

with the beat.  

Begin with all children clapping in time with the beat. Use one of the tracks from the CD to 

help the children to keep in time. 

Next, split the children into groups of four. They should give each group member a number 

and then practise clapping in order, one after the other for four beats. 

Combine two groups so there are eight beats in a row repeated. 

As the children increase in confidence add more groups until you have a full thirty claps going 

around the circle one at a time, in time with the beat.  

This activity will take practice and children need to concentrate on the steady beat. If 

children miss a beat or fall out of time, encourage them to pick up the beat again without any 

fuss! 
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Develop the activity by changing the action so each child in the group of four has their own 

action, for example, stamp, click, tap, clap repeating this sequence. When the groups of four 

are very confident they could change their action spontaneously each time it is their turn so 

long as they perform it in time with the beat. 

The activity could be further developed by each children the class circle having their own 

action and by starting the beat on two or four parts of the circle so the beats travel 

simultaneously. 

3. Pass it Around!

Pass an object around the circle of children in time with the beat. They could pick the object 

up on one beat and pass it on the next beat to keep in time. 

The children can count out loud and it would also be helpful for them to move or tap in time 

to the beat so that they can keep in time physically.  

Use one of the backing tracks from the CD to help the children to keep in time. 

Alternatively, the children could sing one of the songs as they pass an object around. 

4. Internalising the Beat

Select a line from one of the songs for children to clap, for example: 

"Look at your hands, all your fingers and thumbs…" 

"Cardiopulmonary resuscitation…" 

"Get a good grip that is one you can keep going…" 

"You can have a rest when you see the paramedic…" 

Chant the line, focusing on keeping a steady beat (identified in bold). Once this is secure, 

introduce a gap of 4 beats after each pattern. Initially you could use a metronome or one of 

the backing tracks to keep in time during the four beats, then later see if the children can 

internalise the four beats without any audio support. 

The children can then take it in turns to improvise a steady beat action pattern in the gap. 
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Focus on keeping the beat steady at all times and ensuring that everyone comes back in at 

the right time.  

 

You could take each line of the CPR rap and leave a four beat gap between each line for 

improvised steady beat actions (you would need to perform it without the backing track in 

this case). 
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ACTIVITIES FOR YEARS 5 AND 6 

 

These activities are slightly more complex. You can use other activities and development 

points to begin with then introduce the more complex ideas later. 

 

5. Switch 

 

Switch - the leader performs a series of steady beat movements for children to copy, for 

example: 

 

Leader (first): Children (second): 

Clap, clap, clap, clap   

 Clap, clap, clap, clap 

Chest, chest, chest, chest   

 Chest, chest, chest, chest  

Clap, knees, knees, knees   

 Clap, knees, knees, knees 

Head, chest, chest, chest   

 Head, chest, chest, chest 

Shoulders, chest, chest, chest   

 Shoulders, chest, chest, chest 

Knees, clap, shoulders, chest  

 Knees, clap, shoulders, chest 

 

Once the children are familiar with the structure of the copy and match activity, change the 

structure so that the children perform one pattern behind the leader, i.e. the children 

perform the last pattern the leader performed whilst the leader performs a new pattern. 

The children will have to watch what the next movement is whilst performing the first, for 

example: 
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Leader:  Simultaneously                      Children: Simultaneously      

Clap, clap, clap, clap  Watch for four beats 

Chest, chest, chest, chest   Clap, clap, clap, clap 

Clap, knees, knees, knees Chest, chest, chest, chest  

Head, chest, chest, chest Clap, knees, knees, knees 

Shoulders, chest, chest, chest Head, chest, chest, chest 

Knees, clap, shoulders, chest Shoulders, chest, chest, chest 

Fold arms for four beats Knees, clap, shoulders, chest 

Fold arms for four beats Fold arms for four beats 

 

To develop this further, ask the children to lead the activity. Initially they might need to 

plan their patterns in advance to ensure they can keep the beat going steadily. 

 

6. Listen for the Clap! 

 

Divide class into two teams. 

 

The leader performs a series of steady beat movements in groups of four for children to 

copy.  

 

The children should copy the leader, unless the leader includes a clap at the start of their 

group of actions. If there is a clap at the start, the children should be still and not copy, 

waiting for the next group of four actions to start.  

 

You could decide to have children 'out' if they clap by mistake. 

 

Aim to build up the repetitions so that children can continue for the full 32 beats, 

internalising any sections that contain a clap at the start, for example: 
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Leader: Children: 

Chest, chest, chest, chest 

Chest, chest, chest, chest 

Clap, head, shoulders, shoulders 

Internalise four beats, as clap at start 

Head, chest, head, chest 

Head, chest, head, chest 

Knees, chest, chest, chest 

Knees, chest, chest, chest 

Clap, chest, click, click 

Internalise four beats, as clap at start 

Click, knees, knees, click 

Click, knees, knees, click 

Head, shoulders, click, stamp 

Head, shoulders, click, stamp 

Fold arms for four beats 

Fold arms for four beats Fold arms for four beats 

To develop the activity further, ask the children to internalise the four beats if there is a 

clap anywhere in the four actions. In this case, the children will need to be especially alert if 

the clap is on the last of the four beats.  

Ask children to lead the activity. Initially, leaders and children may want to plan their 

actions in advance so they can keep the beat steady throughout the game. 

7. Have a rest!

Using the backing tracks, the children clap four steady beats, then rest for four beats (they 

could do four silent gestures to mark the four-beat rest). 

During the rest, the leader signals to the children to put a rest on a certain beat, i.e. not to 

clap on the beat. The signal can be using fingers or flash cards numbered 1-4. For example, if 

the leader holds up one finger, the children change to 'rest, 2, 3, 4'. If the leader holds up 

three fingers, the pattern changes to '1, 2, rest, 4'.   

Ask a child to lead this activity. 
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8. Moving to a silent pulse

Sit the group on chairs in a circle. With one of the backing tracks ask the children to keep a 

‘clap, tap, tap, tap,' pattern.   

When the leader gives the signal ‘1 2 3 4 STOP’ the children should then keep 16 beats 

silently before resuming their ‘clap, tap, tap, tap,' pattern. They can mark out the pulse by 

bouncing upturned hands in front of them.   

Ask the children to choose a partner sitting the other side of the circle. Check that 

everyone has a partner. Explain that the children will swop places steadily with their partner 

during the sixteen beat silent gap. They need to be sitting ready to join in again with their 

pulse or pattern after the 16th beat. They must walk slowly and move without touching 

anyone. The first time they can count the 16 beats out loud but must then find a way keeping 

the beat in silence as they move.  

9. Accompanying the Songs

Invent movement sequences in groups of four beats to perform with the songs. 

Ask groups of children to work on different parts of the song and to teach each other their 

sequences, building up to a whole class performance. 

Extend this by using untuned percussion instruments. 
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